Shared Decision-Making Preferences in Mental Health: Does Age Matter? A Systematic Review

Background: Research to date suggests older adults prefer a passive involvement in the clinical decision-making process; however, the empirical evidence underlying this claim in the mental health context is yet to be reviewed systematically.

Aims: To understand whether older adults desire involvement in mental health-related clinical decisions.

Method: A systematic review was conducted to identify primary research that explored mental-health decision-making preferences of people with a mean age of over 55 from January 1990 through to December 2018.

Results: Three independent studies of varying design and quality were included. Study settings were in the USA, Germany, and the UK. A preference for shared decision-making was seen in two studies, while a preference for active decision-making was identified in one.

Conclusions: In contrast to other reviews on clinical decision-making, this review focused on mental health related decisions of older adults. The evidence suggests older adults desire involvement in mental health-related clinical decisions. Given the political drive to empower patients and the need to ensure evidence-based clinical practice, more high-quality research regarding the shared decision-making preferences and outcomes of older adults with mental ill-health is needed.
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Introduction

Shared decision-making (SDM) in healthcare emerged as one method to ensure better quality, person-centred healthcare (Makoul & Clayman, 2006). The term within the healthcare context began in the 1980s but has rose to prominence in the 1990s (Elwyn, Cochran, & Pignone, 2017). It is a varied concept (Eliacin, Salyers, Kukla, & Matthias, 2014), that has been widely evaluated (Slade, 2017). In their systematic review Makoul and Clayman (2006) collated elements of ‘shared decision-making’ (SDM) across the literature into; essential, ideal, and general qualities. From this, the essential qualities of SDM are where both the patient and practitioner exchange information, relay their preferences for action, then discuss and reach an agreement (Charles, Gafni, & Whelan, 1997; Charles, Gafni, & Whelan, 1999; Charles, Whelan, Gafni, Willan, & Farrell, 2003; Shay & Lafata, 2014; Pollard, Bansback, & Bryan, 2015; Stiggelbout, Pieterse, & De Haaes, 2015; Elwyn, Cochran, & Pignone, 2017; Leng, Clark, Brian, & Partridge, 2017). The greatest shift towards SDM in the United Kingdom (UK) occurred relatively recently, in the years following 2015, with the establishment of the Shared Decision-Making Collaborative. This collaborative involved a group of organisations and individuals whose aim was to promote and optimise the use of SDM throughout the UK (Joosten, DeFuentes-Merillas, de Weert, Sensky, van de Staak, & de Jong, 2008).

Research findings relating SDM to age is conflicting. Some studies have identified that younger adults prefer decisions to be shared when compared with older adults (Hill & Laugharne, 2006; Say, Murtagh, & Thomson, 2006) while others indicate either no difference between the age groups, or that older adults prefer involvement (Say, Murtagh, & Thomson, 2006; Eliacin et al., 2014; Xie, Wang, Feldman, & Zhou, 2014). Many factors may account for these differences. One being, there is no consistency in definition of an ‘older person’,...
The type of health or ill-health examined may impact observed preferences for SDM, i.e. there may be differences in preference when faced with a general health-related decision compared to a mental health-related decision. Two previous reviews focus on patient preferences for decisions relating to physical health (Benbassat, Pilpel, & Tidhar, 1998; Say, Murtagh, & Thomson, 2006). These give a useful indication of factors that influence patient’s preferences to be involved in SDM, namely: age; gender; education level; and ethnicity. However, neither were systematic in nature, thus may be biased (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003). Inconsistencies in findings may also stem from the lack of, or unidentified, inclusion of mental ill-health. If these are observed separately from physical disorders, then it may result in a greater understanding of preferences for mental healthcare.

Two systematic reviews (Duncan, Best & Hagen, 2010; Zisman-Illani, Barnett, Pavlo, & O’Connell, 2017) have explored SDM interventions for individuals with mental ill-health. The first review (Duncan et al, 2010) only included two studies, with conflicting results so reliable conclusions could not be drawn. The second (Zisman-Illani et al., 2017), included 31 records. These studies explored the effectiveness of a SDM intervention on patient engagement, level of involvement and knowledge, as well as outcomes such as adherence and improved health. Another systematic review (Pollard, Bansback, & Bryan, 2015) explored mental health care and attitudes of the physician towards SDM but did not examine patient views, nor physician characteristics that may influence their attitudes such as their age, sex, or experience.

With nearly half of adults aged over 55 years experiencing some form of common
mental ill-health such as depression and anxiety (NHS England, 2017), and that adults over the age of 55 account for over half of total health spending (Sawyer, & Claxton, 2019), coupled with population demographics shifting to older ages (Phelan, & Larson, 2002) as well as calls from the British Psychiatric Society and researchers alike to increase and improve the mental health services available for older adults (Burns, 2015; Abdul-Hamid, Lewis-Cole, Holloway, & Silverman, 2015; Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2018), it is increasingly important to understand the mental health needs of this population, and their desire to be involved with SDM given the benefits that implementing this method could bring (Slade, 2017).

Therefore, the current synthesis wishes to build on past research by identifying the preferences of one sub-group in society to allow healthcare professionals to provide more efficient, person-centred healthcare, while gaining evidence to support mental healthcare practice in relation to SDM and identifying gaps to be addressed by future research.
Methods
Participants, Intervention, Comparator and Outcome (PICO)

This paper presents a systematic review based upon the PICO criteria. Participants were adults over the age of 55 years, intervention is shared decision-making, with active and passive decision-making being the comparators and finally, outcome is preference for involvement.

A protocol for this review was registered with the PROSPERO systematic Review protocol registry (registration number: CRD42018102009).

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria

Electronic searches in Cochrane Library and Prospero were conducted to determine whether the research question had previously been explored. Databases searched were: MedLine, PubMed, PsychInfo and Web of Science between the 1st January 1990 to 1st December 2018. No geographical limits were applied to the search, only articles in English were included due to available time and resources, and only peer-reviewed journal articles were selected. As there are a number of scales available to measure shared decision-making preferences (Scholl, Koelewijn-van Loon, Sepucha, Elwyn, Légaré, Härter, & Dirmaier, 2011), there will be no restriction on the methods used.

The two older age bands of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2018) were examined: older adults (55 to 64), and elderly adults (65 years and over).

Articles were included if the aim of the research was to explore, at least in part, the decision-making preference of participants with a mean age of 55 years or older. Studies that compared multiple age groups were included, if the results of the those over 55 could be
identified separately. Research articles were required to examine the preference towards clinical decisions, including but not limited to psychiatry, medication or treatment, consultation, or general healthcare. The articles must involve participants experiencing, or examining the decision-making of, at least one mental illness, with no restriction regarding the mental illness examined. Any research design could be included given the multidisciplinary nature of this field of research. Finally, only primary research that reported evaluation data was included.

Research was excluded if it did not, at least in part, explore preferences towards SDM. Articles that only explored non-clinical decisions, or decisions regarding physical health were not included. If it was a review article, systematic or otherwise it was also excluded however the reference lists of relevant reviews were searched manually. Clinical reports and clinical aspects, as well as research written in any language other than English or that which proposed or identified models or scales were also excluded.

The full list of search terms, for each database can be seen in the Supplementary Material 1. One reviewer conducted the search (LB); while two independent reviewers checked the methods. Two independent reviewers screened all abstracts, titles, and conducted the eligibility assessment (LB and ADS). Disagreements were resolved by consensus, and a third reviewer screened full texts that could not be resolved in this way (AJ).

The PRISMA checklist was followed in accordance with the guidelines, see Supplementary Material 2 (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, & Group, 2009); the PRISMA Search Strategy can be seen in Figure 1.

**Risk of Bias, Data Extraction and Analysis**

Risk of bias was assessed through a combination of the Cochrane Risk of Bias for Randomized Control Trial (Higgins, Savović, Page, & Sterne, 2018) and the Evaluation for
Qualitative Research (Long & Godfrey, 2004), to account for a range of study designs. The assessment was done independently by two authors (LB and ADS) and disagreements discussed with a third author (AJ). A copy of the merged form can be found in the Supplementary Material 3. A sample extraction was trialled and tested with an external extractor to test the usability of the merged form. Various aspects of study design, results, conclusions, and potential sources of bias were assessed. Due to the range of research methods used, a narrative data synthesis was adopted.

A Cochrane Extraction template (Higgins & Green, 2011) was adapted for extraction and piloted to make it applicable and consistent when used with a variety of methodologies. Two reviewers (LB and ADS) independently extracted the data for each study. Inconsistencies in data extraction and quality assessment were clarified by consensus between the two reviewers, with a third reviewer if no agreement could be found. Preference results were defined as active (patient prefers to make the decision about which treatment they will receive), shared (both patient and medical practitioner share responsibility when making treatment decisions), and passive (patients prefer to leave treatment decisions up to the medical practitioner), in accordance with Lechner et al.’s (2016) study.

Given the reported differences in the use of the terminology within the SDM research, elements of SDM included in the different studies were mapped to the Makoul and Clayman (2006) model to ensure comparability of definitions across studies.
Fig. 1: PRISMA Diagram, Search Strategy and Selection Results
RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the screening process and search strategy results. Five publications were included, comprising three unique studies. A summary of included articles can be seen in Table 1. Studies took place in USA, Germany and the UK. A total of 3,687 individuals participated (3,124 from Lechner et al., 2016), though some participants may have overlapped (see Table 1; O’Neal et al., 2008; Bartels et al., 2013; Bartels et al., 2014). Three main measures were used: Autonomy Preference Index (API), Control Preferences Scale (CPS), and one video vignette study. The API and CPS are standardised scales for examining clinical preference (Degner, Sloan, & Venkatesh, 1997; Ende, Kazis, Ash, & Moskowitz, 1989); the video vignette was created specifically for the study (McKinstry, 2000). Of the three studies, one was deemed to be of high quality, one of moderate quality, and one of low quality, this can be seen in Table 2 along with the decision rationale. Given the small quantity of studies returned, it was decided not to exclude studies based on the Risk of Bias assessment alone, as excluding the studies may result in the inability to answer the research question.

Table 3 displays the classification of the elements of SDM investigated in each of the extracted studies, according to the Makoul and Clayman (2006) SDM model. In all studies SDM included: i) a definition/explanation of the problems; ii) presentation of options; iii) clarifications of patients’ values, and iv) a presentation of evidence and recommendations, with remaining five elements varying between studies. A summary of the preference results for each extracted study can be seen in Table 4.

Overall, two studies identified a preference for SDM, while one identified an active preference. McKinstry (2000) found when combining results of all vignettes, older participants seemed to have a general preference for a direct approach to decision-making, compared those of under the age of 60. However, participants identified a preference for
SDM when presented with the Clinical Depression vignette, while a passive preference was seen with the physical health scenarios.

Lechner and colleagues conducted a German population-level study that solely examined the decision-making preferences of people over 55 years of age (Lechner et al., 2016). The evidence shows the subset of individuals who were identified as having clinical depression preferred active involvement (40.3%), while a smaller proportion preferred passive (35.2%) and the least preferred shared (24.5%). Examining the whole cohort of individuals, grouped by age, all age groups preferred active involvement in clinical decision-making, followed by shared, then passive.

A combination of three articles by Stephen Bartel’s group was labelled as study #3 in our table, as it was not possible to determine whether these were independent studies (Bartels et al., 2013, 2014; O’Neal et al., 2008). All studies have overlapping inclusion and exclusion criteria and are, at least in part, recruited from community mental health centres in Manchester, New Hampshire, USA (see Table 1). When comparing older to younger adults’ decision-making preference, O’Neal’s (2008) study described a preference for more active engagement for older adults (M = 54.46) than younger adults (M = 46.26). Both groups overall had an active preference within the information-seeking subscale of the API, though younger adults had a higher score (M = 80.75) than older adults (M = 74.81). No significant difference in decision-making preferences could be found in Bartels’ (2013) research. Pre-intervention mean scores were 46.9 and post-intervention mean was 46.4. This score indicates a slight increase towards a preference for less contribution, though still indicative of a shared preference. Bartels’ (2014) randomised control trial (RCT) found that older adults prefer shared decision-making. However, this preference became more passive the longer the exposure to the treatment.
Discussion

Findings Summary

Reviews exploring preferences for older adults with mental health related clinical decisions are scarce; those that exist are dated and not systematic in nature. Systematic reviews provide the opportunity to synthesise the research and provide an overview of the quality of the research in question. The articles identified in this review report a variety of methodologies; from case-control studies with a high risk of bias through to the high quality RCTs. Three independent articles were included in our systemic review, with a total of 3,687 individual participants. Of these, one identified a preference for active involvement in mental health related clinical decisions, and two reported a shared preference, though the one RCT identified preferences are susceptible to change. This review suggests older adults prefer to be involved in the clinical decision-making process, though the level of involvement varies across the evidence. Given the quality and limited number of the studies; it is difficult to determine the preference for involvement with complete confidence.

Two standardised measures of reporting patient preferences were used; the Control Preferences Scale (CPS; Degner et al., 1997), the Autonomy Preferences Index (API; Ende et al., 1989), in addition to one video-vignette study that was not standardised. The CPS involves patients organising 5 ranked cards in order of scenario preference, while the API is a 23-item self-reported questionnaire with three dimensions (preferences for general participation, preferences for participation regarding certain diseases, and information-seeking), ratings from 0 (‘strongly disagree’) to 4 (‘strongly agree’). The API has an intraclass correlation coefficient of .7 for test-retest reliability, and a confirmatory factor analysis of .85 for the German version of the scale compared with the original (Simon, Kriston, Loh, Spies, Scheibler, Wills, & Härter, 2010; Sung, Raker, Myers, & Clark, 2010; Scholl et al., 2011). The CPS has a test-retest reliability, with an agreement of 90%, and an
intraclass correlation coefficient of .5 and correlates positively with API (Giordano, Mattarozzi, Pucci, Leone, Casni, Collimedaglia, & Solari, 2008; Sung, Raker, Myers, & Clark, 2010; Scholl et al., 2011).

One study identified older adults’ preferred collaboration when making mental health related decisions (Bartels et al., 2013, 2014; O’Neal et al., 2008). Though Bartels’ RCT displayed a preference towards SDM, it also shows that preference is fluid and changeable depending on the intervention received (Bartels et al., 2014). Only one study identified older adults had an overall preference for passive involvement in decision-making (McKinstry, 2000), but when isolating the mental health scenario, preference was for SDM, showing preferences change depending on the nature of the illness.

The population-level German study concluded that older people with clinical depression prefer active participation in their own treatment. Notably, though older adults overall preferred involvement in decision-making, the older the participant, the more passive they became (Lechner et al., 2016). Interestingly, this study investigated the greatest number of Makoul and Clayman’s (2006) elements of SDM (seven out of nine), which may identify a link between preference outcomes identified in research and number of SDM elements included.

Comparison with Other Literature

The findings of this systematic review contrast with two earlier reviews, which suggest decision-making preference is influenced by age, specifically; older patients prefer a passive role in decision-making (Benbassat et al., 1998; Say et al., 2006). These reviews were not systematic and did not observe mental health conditions. Other research suggests age has no
effect on decision-making (Park et al., 2014; Wright-Berryman & Kim, 2016), while some report older adults prefer SDM over authoritative (Shay & Lafata, 2015).

Past research was inconsistent when defining an ‘older person’, ranging from over 50 years old to over 75 years old (Ekdahl et al., 2011; Jimenez et al., 2012; O’Neal et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2014). By using the OECD’s two oldest age bands, this systematic review was able to be inclusive when exploring the research surrounding older adults and their SDM preferences.

When comparing older to younger adults’ decision-making preference, O’Neal’s (2008) study described a preference for more active engagement for older adults (M = 54.46) than younger adults (M = 46.26). Both groups overall had an active preference within the information-seeking subscale of the API, though younger adults had a higher score (M = 80.75) than older adults (M = 74.81). This highlights the difference between information-seeking and decision-making preferences as, in line with past research, there may be variation between desire for information and desire for inclusion in decision-making (Ende et al., 1989; Hill & Laugharne, 2006). Following Makoul and Clayman’s (2006) SDM Model makes it possible to examine the extent that the literature examines SDM and not another form of patient-practitioner interaction, like information-seeking.

Of the studies extracted, one explored 80% of the SDM elements (Makoul & Clayman, 2006), two examined 60%, and two 40% of the elements. The range in scores seen here reflects the ranges seen in Makoul & Clayman’s (2006) citations.

The pattern observed by Lechner et al. (2016), whereby an increase in age sees an increase in SDM preferences, may be linked to cognitive decline. Alternatively, it may be a result of societal or generational beliefs and societal changes (Bynum, et al., 2014). This study only identified clinical depression; though some articles identified schizophrenia disorder as a factor for preferences towards the provider’s knowledge over their own to make
decisions (Park et al., 2014). However, it could also be an effect of the use of a more comprehensive definition of SDM, as this was the only study whereby seven of the nine elements of SDM were included (Makoul & Clayman, 2006).

Further, there are certain barriers to SDM that are specific to older adults and mental health which may influence an individuals’ desire for involvement. For SDM overall, there are patient barriers such as perceived power imbalances, their perceived confidence in own knowledge, or concerns about consequences if patients disagree (Joseph-Williams, Elwyn, & Edwards, 2014). Older adults may have their own barriers to SDM, such as communication - such as hearing loss, speech impediments and slower cognitive processing (Bynum et al., 2014). Finally, specific barriers that can hinder desire to participate in mental health-related decisions include self-stigma and shame (Hamann, Bühner, & Rüsch, 2017; Slade, 2017, Zisman-Ilani, et al., 2017).

One explanation for the variance between research surrounding decision-making preferences may be that disorder type or severity could influence preference (De las Cuevas & Peñate, 2014; Park et al., 2014). This could be due to degree of individual or public knowledge surrounding the health problem. McKinstry (2000) states in their discussion, the physical illnesses presented were complex medical problems; therefore, people may have less knowledge of the treatment or clinical options available for these complex problems.

Eligible studies primarily included Caucasian, Westernised individuals with small cohorts, compromising the generalisability of these results. From the findings of the high-quality population study and medium quality research studies, it can be argued that Westernised older adults do desire an element involvement in clinical decision-making but cannot be generalised further.
Research Limitations

Publication bias will impact any literature review (Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005), though steps were taken to minimize the influence of bias by searching a number of databases, reviewing reference lists, and extensive search terms. Given the range of research methods, participants and outcomes returned, there was a high level of methodological diversity between studies, preventing any meaningful meta-analysis. Thus, a narrative synthesis was employed.

Only one eligible study conducted a population-level research study, therefore the generalizability of this review is limited, specifically towards Caucasian populations in high income countries. This could either indicate a lack of research in lower income countries or be a result of selection bias (through only including articles written in English). Moreover, three studies were conducted in the same region, and held a consistent, named author; Stephen Bartels (Bartels et al., 2013, 2014; O’Neal et al., 2008). The authors were contacted to confirm the location and discuss potential population overlap, but there was no response. These were included as one unique study to prevent risk of a false negative exclusion.

This review included various methodological designs to reflect the field of SDM. As a result, some of the methods returned are lower on the hierarchy of evidence, such as cross-sectional studies and surveys (Evans, 2003).

We defined fifty-five years as the minimum age for inclusion in the review as definitions of “older adult” were inconsistent across the literature (Ekdahl et al., 2011; O’Neal et al., 2008) and this age limit incorporates the two older age bands of the OECD (2018; Geerlings, Beekman, Deeg, & van Tilburg, 2000; Luoma, Martin, & Pearson, 2002). Articles with participants above the age of 55 but where the results were not categorised by age group were excluded if the mean age of participants was under 55 years (see
Supplementary Material 4). Authors of these articles were contacted for further information on preferences of those over the age of 55 only but had no response.

The approach used required the combination of two Risk of Bias forms – one for quantitative and the other for qualitative studies. Steps were taken to finalise the Extraction and Risk of Bias forms, including sampling through an external party. Therefore, it was felt the final forms were the most suitable to cover multiple research designs and included all the necessary questions to identify bias and extract data. The decision not to exclude studies based on the Risk of Bias assessment alone ensured the research question could be answered. Given the conclusions of this systematic review are in concordance with the higher quality research extracted, this decision should be of minimal consequence.

One study included two pilot studies (Bartels et al., 2014; O’Neal et al., 2008), with small sample sizes. These were still included as they explored preferences of individuals. Following the Extraction and Risk of Bias phase, it was noted that one study reported only 17 participants in total, the use of non-parametric testing may have been a more suitable analysis than conducting parametric tests (Bartels et al., 2013). As these are pilot studies, they may be repeated in the future with a wider population, including a greater variety of individuals.

In summary, former reviews, albeit non-systematic in nature, concluded that older adults preferred passive involvement in clinical decision-making rather than shared (Benbassat et al., 1998; Say et al., 2006). This review challenges these findings. Our synthesis of the preferences of older adults on mental health-related decisions shows a preference for a shared or active role.

**Implications to Practice, Policy and Research**

Policy makers have advocated for shared decision making based on its potential to improve patients’ experiences of healthcare and treatment adherence, while subsequently reducing
medical costs (Shay & Lafata, 2015; The Health Foundation, 2012). This review indicates that healthcare professionals should seek involvement from older adults in their mental health clinical decisions and consider any age- and diagnostic-related barriers when doing so.

It is unclear how disorder type or severity, or patient’s familiarity of the disorder prior to diagnosis, may impact the patient’s preference for involvement, therefore future research should seek to fill this gap. Only a small number of high-quality studies were found in this area, as such any future research conducted should ensure it is of high quality to ensure the results found are reliable. Specific research could further explore the link between SDM preferences, treatment adherence and overall health outcomes for this population using RCTs and cohort studies.

This review article looked at age differences between younger and older adults as an individual patient factor. However, it may be worth exploring the idea that any differences identified could be a result of generational or societal differences, potentially through longitudinal studies (Bynum, et al., 2014).

Given the demographic ageing of the UK and other societies, more evidence is urgently needed to fully understand how SDM impacts on older patients with mental health and psychiatric conditions.
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Table 1. Overview of Included Studies (Participants and methods)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study Type</th>
<th>Total No.</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Geographic Boundary</th>
<th>Study Time</th>
<th>Type of Mental Ill-Health</th>
<th>Co-Morbidity</th>
<th>Recruited From</th>
<th>Recruitment process</th>
<th>Instrument/Measure</th>
<th>Post-Intervention Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Brian McKinstry</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Cross-Sectional Survey</td>
<td>Total = 410 ≤60 years = 326 ≥61 years = 84</td>
<td>• Adults • Adults accompanying children • Attending appointments</td>
<td>UK, Scotland</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Participants approached while attending surgery appointments in Lothian practices.</td>
<td>Adults and adults accompanying children attending five general practices were invited to take part.</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Sabine Lechner</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Population – Based Cohort Study</td>
<td>Total = 3124 Clinical Depression = 159</td>
<td>• Aged 57+</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2008-2010</td>
<td>Clinically Significant Depression = 5.1%</td>
<td>Yes = 52.1% No = 47.8%</td>
<td>Recruited from the ESTHER cohort. ESTHER study recruited its participants by their GPs.</td>
<td>Eight-year follow-up of the ESTHER Study (July 2000-December 2002).</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>∆Erica O’Neal</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Cross-Sectional Observational Study (Pilot)</td>
<td>Total = 65 Younger = 32 Older = 33 Aged 18+ Serious mental illness</td>
<td>USA, New Hampshire</td>
<td>July - August 2006</td>
<td>Affective Disorder = 47.7% Psychotic Disorder = 36.9% PTSD = 35.6%</td>
<td>95.6% of PTSD participants also reported other forms of mental ill-health Unclear on physical comorbidities</td>
<td>3 Community Mental Health Centres: 2x clinic sites 1x residential facility for older people</td>
<td>Convenience Sampling</td>
<td>*CPS (German Version)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>∆Stephen J. Bartels</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Pre-Post Study</td>
<td>Total = 17</td>
<td>• Aged 50+ • Mental Ill-Health • Cardiovascular risk conditions</td>
<td>USA, New Hampshire, Manchester</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Schizoaffective Disorder = 18% Schizophrenia = 41% Depression = 18% Bipolar = 24%</td>
<td>Hypertension = 53% Diabetes = 47% COPD = 12% Stroke = 12% Asthma = 24%</td>
<td>1x state-funded community Mental Health centre 1x federally qualified health centre 2x primary care practices.</td>
<td>Primary care providers were approached. These providers identified patients who fit the inclusion criteria (&gt;50yo, a DSM-IV Diagnosis, and a cardiovascular risk factor)</td>
<td>*API</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>∆Stephen J. Bartels</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Randomised Control Trial (Pilot)</td>
<td>Total = 71 Usual Care = 35 Aged 50+ Serious form of mental ill-</td>
<td>USA, New Hampshire</td>
<td>November 2006 – March</td>
<td>Schizophrenia Depression Bipolar</td>
<td>• Hypertension • Hyperlipidaemia • Osteoarthritis</td>
<td>2x Community Mental Health Centres (one in</td>
<td>Recruited through self-referral and clinical referrals.</td>
<td>*API</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I-IMR = 36

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health</th>
<th>(Manchester and Nashua)</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>Diabetes</th>
<th>Nashua, the other in Manchester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• General Chronic Medical Condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• COPD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All reviewers held concerns regarding the independence of the above three articles as there is a high chance that at least part of the populations may be the same individuals. The authors were contacted to clarify these concerns, but no response was received. Therefore, it was decided to take the conservative approach when extracting results from these articles, thus for this review, one 'study' will encompass these three articles.

* API: Autonomy Preference Index (Ende et al., 1989), 23-item self-reported questionnaire, rated from 0 (‘strongly disagree’) to 4 (‘strongly agree’)

* CSI: Control Preferences Scale (Degner et al., 1997), 1-5 self-ranked cards in order of scenario preference

*COPD = Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
### Table 2. Risk of Bias Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type of Study</th>
<th>Overview Details</th>
<th>Initial Agreement</th>
<th>Final Classification (After Discussion)</th>
<th>Risk of Bias Judgement</th>
<th>Rationale for Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| #1       | Brian McKinstry   | 2000 | Cross-Sectional Survey | Limited description of data analysis, limited information on data collection, unclear on whether informed consent was obtained | X                 | X                                      | Low                    | - Limited description of data analysis  
- Limited information on data collection  
- Unclear on whether informed consent was obtained |
| #2       | Sabine Lechner    | 2016 | Population-Based Cohort Study | Population study; large, generalizable sample, robust methodology and analysis | X                 | X                                      | Low                    | - Population study; large, generalizable sample  
- Robust methodology and analysis |
| #3       | Erica O’Neal      | 2008 | Cross-Sectional Observational Study (Pilot) | Pilot study, no consent gained despite requesting demographic information but does hold ethical approval, missing data, but not clear why or justification for exclusions, not generalizable to patients with various ethnic backgrounds | X                 | X                                      | Low                    | - Pilot study  
- No consent gained despite requesting demographic information but does hold ethical approval  
- Missing data, but not clear why or justification for exclusions  
- Not generalizable to patients with various ethnic backgrounds |
| #3       | Stephen J. Bartels| 2013 | Pre-Post Study | Not generalizable to patients with various ethnic backgrounds, high drop-out rate (300 eligible, 30 expressed interest, 12 dropped out and one lost to follow up, which leaves 17 participants total), sample size appropriate for pilot, not feasibility study, not powered due to small sample size, no comparison group, as only 17 participants, T-Test may not be suitable form of analysis | X                 | X                                      | Low                    | - Not generalizable to patients with various ethnic backgrounds  
- High drop-out rate (300 eligible, 30 expressed interest, 12 dropped out and one lost to follow up, which leaves 17 participants total)  
- Sample size appropriate for pilot, not feasibility study  
- Not powered due to small sample size  
- No comparison group  
- As only 17 participants, T-Test may not be suitable form of analysis |
| #3       | Stephen J. Bartels| 2014 | Randomised Control Study (Pilot) | Not generalizable to patients with various ethnic backgrounds, unclear on randomisation, or allocation sequence, baseline differences in mental health, lacks reporting details | X                 | X                                      | Low                    | - Not generalizable to patients with various ethnic backgrounds  
- Unclear on randomisation, or allocation sequence  
- Baseline differences in mental health  
- Lacks reporting details |
### Table 3. SDM Elements and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Define /explain the healthcare problem.</th>
<th>Present options.</th>
<th>Discussion (benefits/risks/costs)</th>
<th>Clarify patient values/preferences.</th>
<th>Discuss patient ability/self-efficacy.</th>
<th>Present what is known and make recommendations.</th>
<th>Check/clarify the patient's understanding</th>
<th>Make or explicitly defer a decision.</th>
<th>Arrange follow up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Brian McKinstry</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Sabine Lechner</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>Erica O'Neal</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen J. Bartels</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen J. Bartels</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table 4: Overview of Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Instrument / Measure</th>
<th>Summary of Results</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Active Preference</th>
<th>Shared Preference</th>
<th>Passive Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Brian McKinstry</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Interviewer asked which</td>
<td>Older adults preferred passive involvement in decision-making, except in the</td>
<td>Other Scenarios</td>
<td>61 out of 84 participants</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vignette the participant</td>
<td>Depression scenario.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(72.6 %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>preferred (either 'Shared'</td>
<td>49 out of 84 participants (58.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>or 'Directed')</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Sabine Lechner</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>CPS(^1) (German Version)</td>
<td>Older adults with Clinical Depression preferred an active participation in</td>
<td>Active = 40.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>decision-making.</td>
<td>Shared = 24.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive = 35.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>Erica O’Neal</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>CPS(^1) &amp; API(^2)</td>
<td>Older adults reported a stronger desire for involvement in decision-making</td>
<td>Young Adults</td>
<td>M = 46.26, SD = 12.32</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scale of 0-100: 0 = low</td>
<td>than younger adults.</td>
<td>Older Adults</td>
<td>M = 54.46, SD = 10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>desire for involvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 = high desire.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen J.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>API(^*)</td>
<td>Participants (n= 17) tended to prefer SDM. There was no sig. difference in result</td>
<td>Pre-Intervention</td>
<td>M = 46.9, SD = 12.2, E.S = 0.05</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bartels</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scale of 0-100: 0 = low</td>
<td>pre- or post-intervention.</td>
<td>Post-Intervention</td>
<td>M = 46.4, SD = 10.2, p = 0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>Stephen J.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>API(^*)</td>
<td>Older adults preferred a shared approach to decision-making. The longer the</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>M = 51.3, SD = 12.2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bartels</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scale of 0-100: 0 = low</td>
<td>treatment time, the weaker this preference becomes.</td>
<td>10 Month</td>
<td>M = 50.2, SD = 10.3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>desire for involvement</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 Month</td>
<td>M = 52.1, SD = 11.0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 = high desire.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Directed = Passive Decision-Making Preference  
\(^2\)CSI: Control Preferences Scale (Degner et al., 1997)  
\(^*\)API: Autonomy Preference Index (Ende et al., 1989)  
\(^\times\)I-IMR = Integrated Illness Management and Recovery